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The Heavenly Asia Hyojeong CheonBo Special Taiwan Event was held in Taipei, with 1,594 people 

attending on January 25 to 26. On the first day of this event, the orientation and opening remarks were led 

by Tai-his Min (Vice President of FFWPU Taiwan), who was the MC at the event and Tzau-hwei Lee 

(President of FFWPU Taiwan)'s invocation and Yeob-ju Hwang (President of Greater China Region 

headquarters)'s congratulatory remarks were followed. 

 

The blessed families had truly grateful time during the chanyang. They were moved and inspired by the 

atmosphere where True Parents officiated throughout the venue and the Church leaders sincerely helped 

the blessed families to remove their evil spirits during chanyang. 

 

On the second day, Rev. In-cheon Kim (President of Heavenly Asia Pacific Branch Training Center) gave 

a special lecture of heavenly works in the era of True Parents' direct dominion. Through the lecture, he 

showed the PPT screen in Chinese, allowing the blessed families to have a deeper understanding of 

heavenly providence. Also Dr. Chung-sik Yong (Regional Group Chairman of Heavenly Asia Pacific) 

gave a special lecture and emphasized why it was necessary to enter heaven, and gave a more detailed 

explanation of how the spirit world cooperate with the people on the earth. 

 



 

 

After that, there were Hyojeong Offering Ceremony, the Ancestor Blessing Ceremony and Spirit World 

and Physical World Blessing Ceremonies. The bequeathing of the Candle for Seonghwa Second 

Generation and an explanation to start a Spirit World Physical World Family were also held. Lastly a 

celebration party was held to finalize the event amid loud cheers and applause from the participants. 

 

  
 

The members in attendance felt great hope through the event and they were willing to join the heavenly 

tribal messiah activities. Also many 2nd gen had a close relationship with their own parents because they 

came to realize their parents' shimjeong through the ancestor liberation and blessing. 

 

 
 


